
This agreement (thts "Agreement") is made and entered into as of this 24th day of AprH
2003,

by and between

1. hee, LLC, (hereafter; "ltec"), a State of New York, U.S.A. limited liability company
with its administrative seat at 102 Prince Street, NY, NY 10012, U,S.A.

and

2. Hyperion VOF (hereafter: "Hyperion"), a Belgian corporation with its adminIstrative
seat at Brouwersstr. 1/19,3-3000 Leuven.

Hyperion confirms that for the receipt of 25,000.00 USD, Hyperion shaH transfer the
ovvnership of the Object Cooe, Source Code and intellectual property bf as 4.0 to Ttee in
accordance with the provisions of the November I, 2001 agreement between P...miga,
Hyperion and Eyetech and to the extent it can do so under existing agreements with third
party developers whose work·shall be integrated in OS 4.0.

DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this Agreement, in addition to capitalized terms defined elsewhere in ti'1is
agreement, the following defined terms shall have the meanings set forth below:

"Ai'11iga OS Source Code" means the Source Code of the Classic Amiga OS including but
not limited to the Source Code of Amiga OS 3.1, 3.5 and 3.9;

"Classic Amiga OS" means the operating system owned and developed by Amiga Inc.
and largely based on the operating system shipped with the commodore Amiga line of
computers sold in the 1980's and early '90 1s;

"Confidential information'l means any business and technical infonnation of a pa.rty
hereto that is treated as confidential by such party and furnished to the other party, and
which includes but is not limited to computer programs, Source code, Object code,
algorithms where such information, if in writing, is identified In writing to the other party
as confidential prior to or concurrently with. the transmission of such information l and if
conveyed orally is identified orally as confidential prior to or concurrently with ti-te
transmission of such infonnation and confirmed. in writL.1g within seven (7). days
thereafter. Source Code is hereby designated as Confidential Infonnation.

"Object Code" means software in a machine readable form that is not convenient to
human un.derstanding ofthe program logic, and that can be ex.ecuted by a computer u.sing
the appropriate operating system without compilation or interpretation. Object Code
specifically excludes Source Code.
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"OS 4.0" means the version of the Classic Amiga OS developed by Hypedon pursuant to
the November I, 2001 agreement and with the functionality described in AnneK I thereof;

;"OS 4" means any version the ·Classic Acwga OS developed by Hyperion pursuant to the
November 1, 2001 agreement;

"Software" or "the Software" -means the Source Code of luniga as 3.1 and the upgrades
of Amiga OS 3.1 including but not limited to OS 3.5 and 3.9 and associated "Being
Bags";

"Source Code" means sofuvare when \\Titten in a fonn or langus:ge understandaore to
huma.'1s, generally in a higher 1evelcomputer language, and further including embedded
comments in the English la."g'Jage.
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Dr. Pentti Kouri
Managing Member
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